SOLVILLION

One line pitch:
Decentralized wastewater treatment system based on a recycled plastic tank, which capable individuals that do not have access to sanitation system to recycle their wastewater in a low technology, safe, environmental, economical system. also, they can reuse the Recycled water to irrigate their gardens.

Addressed market and international ambitions:
SOLVillion company is certified and registered in Jordan, and we provide our system DWWS currently in Jordan, specifically in northern Jordan where deprived people live in rural areas, which are not connected to sanitation system and the communities there are hosting communities to refuges. We are looking forward to test the system efficiency in the southern governorates where its climate, geographic and soil are different. Our potential in the next two years to provide our system in the regional market (Lebanon and Egypt) where these countries suffer from the same problem.

Your team:
- Motaz Althaher: Co-founder
- Samar Asad: Co-founder
- 7 qualified engineers

Value proposition:
SOLVillion provides DWWS as an on-site decentralized wastewater (black water) recycling system. The system targets customers like (households, NGOs, societal charities). Also SOLVillion conduct workshops, training and internship opportunities and completions to fresh graduates, undergraduates and technicians who have the willing hone their skills to work in the wastewater treatment sector.

Business model:
The business model of Decentralized wastewater Treatment System as following: Selling system- 3500 JOD / system Customization services Training and consultation services /case.

IP and regulatory situation:
We are working on the protection process of our system.
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Website: https://web.facebook.com/SOLVillion/

Category: Global Impact

Contact:
Samar Asad
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Jordan

Founded in:
2018-02-22

Employees:
7

Financial information (€):
- Stage: go-to-market
- Capital raised to date: 20,000
- Annual revenue: 120,000